7 Ways to Earn - Compensation Plan
There is no enrollment fee!

No renewal fee! & No autoship requirement!

57% core compensation plan
Team

Monthly (PV) Sales
0 PV - Unlimited PV
0 PV - Unlimited PV
0 PV - Unlimited PV
0 PV - Unlimited PV
0 PV - Unlimited PV
0 PV - Unlimited PV
0 PV - Unlimited PV

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7

Commission
20%
10%
10%
5%
5%
4%
3%

Note: 50PV and higher allows you to earn from all 7 Levels, Check Matching, Rank Advancement, Infinity
Bonuses, Fast Start/Coded Infinity Bonuses and Lifestyle Bonuses.
PV = point value and is a number all products are assigned.
The table below has been calculated to show 5 Affiliates who Sponsor 5 Affiliates through 7 levels.

Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Per Level
5
25
125
625
3,125
15,625
78,125

Cumulative
Earnings
w/Retail Customers
$60
$310
$1,560
$4,685
$20,310
$82,810
$317,185

Cumulative
Earnings
w/out Retail Customers
$50
$175
$800
$2,362
$10,175
$41,425
$158,612

Assumptions: 50PV Avg: Personal Affiliate monthly order.
Assumptions: 50PV Avg: Each Affiliate signs up one (1) retail customer.
Note: Rank Advancements, Check Matching, Infinity, Coded Infinity & Lifestyle Bonuses are not included
in these figures.

The following Bonuses that are listed below are in addition to our core 57% Compensation Plan.
2. Check Match Bonuses: Earn Check Matching bonuses of 15%, 10% & 5% on your first 3 levels. If your level
one team member earns $1,000, you earn an additional $150 bonus!
Check Match Bonus Qualification Criteria: You must be active at 50pv or higher, you must have 5
personally sponsored active 50pv Affiliates (which is the Manager Rank), you need 2 retail customers at a
25pv minimum each and 1,500 PV in volume within your 1st three levels.
Team
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Monthly Commissions
$1 - Unlimited
$1 - Unlimited
$1 - Unlimited

Check Match Commission
15%
10%
5%

3. Earn the difference between the wholesale price and retail price.
Example: Your retail customer buys a Longevity Formula for $39.99. Your Affiliate Cost is $29.99, therefore
you earn $10.00. In addition you earn 20% of 25PV or $5.00, therefore total earnings is $15.00 on your 1st
Level retail customer.
4. Rank Advancement Bonuses ranging from $75 to $8,000.
Example: You progress through the builder and manager ranks within 1 month. Therefore you earn the $75
and $100 one-time bonuses for that month.
5. Infinity Bonuses ranging from 1% to 5%.
Example: Infinity Bonuses are additional bonuses earned from the 8th level to infinity if you meet the
requirements within each of the infinity ranks listed below. These bonuses start at the Emerald Level through
the Black Diamond Level.
6. Fast Start Packages & Coded Infinity Bonuses Ranging from $0.50 to $200. This Bonus is calculated on
the entire product line including the Fast Start Packages: See the Coded Infinity Bonuses Illustrations in
the back office.
7. The Lifestyle Bonus range from $500 to $2,000 monthly. These bonuses start at the Diamond Level.

RegenaLife Business Ranks
Team

Monthly Active
Qualification

Team Requirement

Rank Advancement
Bonus
(one time bonuses)

Active
Builder

50PV or greater
50PV or greater

$75 one-time bonus

Manager

50PV or greater

Bronze

50PV or greater

Silver

50PV or greater

Gold

50PV or greater

Platinum

50PV or greater

Emerald

50PV or greater

3 personally enrolled active
(50pv) Affiliates.
5 personally enrolled active
(50pv) Affiliates.
5 personally enrolled active
(50pv) Affiliates & another
Ten (10) active 50pv+ within
the Seven (7) levels
5 personally enrolled active
(50pv) Affiliates & another
Twenty Five (25) active
50pv+ within the
Seven (7) levels
5 personally enrolled active
(50pv) Affiliates & another
Fifty (50) active 50pv+ within
the
Seven (7) levels
5 personally enrolled active
(50pv) Affiliates & another
One Hundred Twenty Five
(125) active 50pv+ within the
Seven (7) levels
5 personally enrolled active
(50pv) Affiliates & another
Two Hundred Fifty (250)
active 50pv+ within the
Seven (7) levels.
Must have 3 personally
enrolled within the 7 levels at
Bronze or higher.

$100 one-time bonus
$150 one-time bonus

$250 one-time bonus

$500 one-time bonus

$1,000 one-time bonus

$2,000 one-time bonus
Plus another 1% monthly
Infinity Bonus from the
8th level to infinity or
until it finds another
Emerald then it stops.
.

Diamond

50PV or greater

5 personally enrolled active
(50pv) Affiliates & another
Five Hundred (500) active
50pv+ within the Seven (7)
levels.
Must have 2 personally
enrolled within the 7 levels at
Platinum or higher.

Double Diamond

50PV or greater

5 personally enrolled active
(50pv) Affiliates & another
Seven Hundred Fifty (750)
active 50pv+ within the
Seven (7) levels.
Must have 2 personally
enrolled within the 7 levels at
Emerald or higher.

Triple Diamond

50PV or greater

5 personally enrolled active
(50pv) Affiliates & another
Fifteen Hundred (1,500)
active 50pv+ within the
Seven (7) levels.
Must have 3 of the 5 Legs
within the 7 levels with one
(1) Diamond or higher in each
of those 3 legs. Those 3
Diamonds DO NOT have to
be personally enrolled
.

Black Diamond

50PV or greater

5 personally enrolled active
(50pv) Affiliates & another
Twenty Five Hundred (2,500)
active 50pv+ within the
Seven (7) levels.
Must have 3 of the 5 Legs
within the 7 levels with one
(1) Diamond or higher in each
of those 3 legs. Those 3
Diamonds DO NOT have to
be personally enrolled
.

$3,000 one-time bonus
Plus another 2% monthly
Infinity Bonus from the
8th level to infinity or
until it finds another
Diamond then it stops.
Also gets a $500
monthly lifestyle bonus
$4,000 one-time bonus
Plus another 3% monthly
Infinity Bonus from the
8th level to infinity or
until it finds another
Double Diamond then it
stops.
Also gets a $750 monthly
lifestyle bonus
$6,000 one-time bonus
Plus another 4% monthly
Infinity Bonus from the
8th level to infinity or
until it finds another
Triple Diamond then it
stops.
Also gets a $1,000
monthly lifestyle bonus.

$8,000 one-time bonus
Plus 5% monthly Infinity
Bonus from the 8th level
to infinity or until it finds
another Black Diamond
then it stops.
Also gets a $2,000
monthly lifestyle bonus.

The Fast Start/Coded Infinity Bonuses
1. Qualifications: Affiliates who wish to earn these monthly coded infinity bonuses must have 1 personal retail
customer (25pv minimum) purchasing product every month & be personally active at 50PV prior to the
month ending. Otherwise, the coded infinity bonus flows upline to the next qualified affiliate with 1 retail
customer (25pv minimum) personally active at 50pv and that has purchased the respective FS Package or
Product.
2. Our Entire Product Line is now part of Fast Start/Coded Infinity Bonus Program. Each individual product
has been assigned a $ amount, whether it’s a single product or a product package. This means that you can
receive 50% of the bonus for your 1st two Active Affiliates monthly orders. If your Affiliate purchases 5
products, you will receive the 50% coded bonus for all 5 products as long as you meet the qualifications.
You will receive the full Coded Bonus on your 3rd , 4th, 5th , Etc and their two Affiliates and so on towards
INFINITY. Please review the coded bonus diagram in the back office.

Three (3) Affiliates per Level shown below with the Coded Infinity Earnings
The chart below displays earnings only for the $99 and $549 Packages.
Our Entire product line has a bonus assigned to every product and
product package ranging from $0.50 to $200
Level

Affiliates Per
Level

Coded Bonus
($549 FS)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3
9
27
91
243
729
2187
6561

$600
$900
$2,700
$8,100
$24,300
$72,900
$218,700
$656,000

Cumulative
Earnings
($549 FS Pack)
$600
$1,500
$4,200
$12,300
$36,600
$109,500
$328,200
$984,200

Coded Bonuses
($99 FS Pack)
$45.00
67.50
$202.50
$607.50
$1,822.50
$5,467.50
$16,402.50
$49,207.50

Coded Infinity Bonus earnings only! – Not including 57% - Check Match,
Rank Advancement, Infinity or Lifestyle Bonus!

Cumulative
Earnings
($99 FS)
$45.00
$112.50
$315
$922.50
$2,745
$8,212.50
$24,615
$73,822.50

Fast Start & Coded Infinity Bonus FAQ's:
Q. Do we have to purchase one or all of these packages?
A. No, this is extra compensation and is optional for all Affiliates
Q. Can I sell these packages without purchasing a package?
A. Yes, you can sell the package and you will be paid on the PV of the package. However, in order to earn the
Fast Start Bonus or the Coded Infinity Bonus you must have purchased that package.
Q. What happens to the Fast Start Bonus if I sell a package without purchasing the package?
A. The Fast Start Bonus will go upline to the first qualified Affiliate who will receive the Fast Start Bonus for
the Package. You will give up coded Infinity Bonus which will also flow upline. You will be paid on the PV on
the package as per our compensation plan.
Q. Is there a time-limit that I have in order to purchase the packages in order to qualify and collect Fast
Start Bonuses?
A. No, you can upgrade via your back office at any time. However, if you sponsor another Affiliate who buys a
package then you’ll have to upgrade by the end of that month to get the Fast Start Bonus.
Q. Does the $549 Package qualify me to earn Fast Start Bonuses?
A. YES!, on any individual product orders up to $549
Q. Does the $389 package qualify me to earn Fast Start Bonuses on the first five packages?
A. YES!
Q. What happens if I purchase the $149 package and I sponsor a new Affiliate who buys the $549
package?
A. You have until the end of that month to upgrade to the $549 package in order to collect the $100 Fast
Start Bonus.
Q. What are the qualifications I must meet in order to earn the Fast Start Bonuses/Coded Infinity Bonus?
A. Affiliates who wish to earn these monthly coded infinity bonuses must have 1 personal retail customer
(25pv minimum) purchasing product every month & be personally active at 50PV prior to the month ending.
Otherwise, the coded infinity bonus flows upline to the next qualified affiliate with 1 retail customer (25 pv
minimum), personally active at 50pv and that has previously purchased the respective FS Package or product.
Q. Does the Coded Infinity Bonus also apply to Autoship Orders and other product packages that have
FREE Shipping within the USA?
A. Yes!
Q. How is the Coded Infinity Bonus calculated if I buy a FREE Shipping Package that contains 4 products?
A. You would receive 4 times the bonus.
Q. When are the commissions updated in my back office with the Start Bonuses/Coded Infinity Bonus?
A. Commission reports for the Coded Infinity Bonuses are updated every day around 3am.

Further Explanation of the The Fast Start/Coded Infinity Bonuses
1.

To be qualified for the Fast Start/Coded Infinity Bonus you must have purchased an equivalent
product/package, be active at 50 PV and have 1 retail customer who orders at least 1 product with a
minimum order of 25pv.

2. Each product has an assigned value ranging from $0.25 to $200 (for the $549 Diamond pack). You
can potentially get paid on infinite levels in your team with this part of the compensation plan.
3. These Bonuses are in addition to the 7-level uni-level part of the pay plan. As your team grows, this
could easily make up more than half your check. It is just one part of the compensation plan.
4. If you do not have 50 PV and 1 customer (25pv minimum) your coded infinity rolls up to the next
qualified person.
5. By purchasing the $549 pack once you automatically qualify to earn coded infinity bonuses on the
entire product line, however you must be active at 50 PV and have 1 retail customer prior to the end
of the month.
6. Another Example so it’s clear is: Let’s assume you purchased the $99 package, are active at 50PV
and have 1 retail customer (25pv Minimum). Now you are qualified to earn the coded infinity bonus
for any product purchased in your team.
7. Let's further assume in this example that you sponsored another Affiliate on your 1st level who
purchases the $149 Package. Since you haven't purchased the $149 package, the coded bonus of the
package would bypass you and pay the next upline qualified affiliate if you don’t purchase the
equivalent or higher product/package before the month closes. You do still earn the 20% PV of the
product/package which is the 57% part of the compensation plan.
8. The first two people who place an order anywhere on your team for the month is where your coded
infinity bonus starts as long as you have purchased a product order/product package of equivalent
value. Their sponsor will be eligible for 50% of the bonus and you will be eligible for the other 50%
of their bonus as long as each person is qualified as previously mentioned. If your sponsor isn't
qualified, the 50% will look upline and pay the next qualified affiliate. The first two people under
them who order will be coded to you 50/50. The first two they sponsor, etc. until infinity will be
coded to you 50/50. Please refer to the coded infinity diagram in the back office.
9. Your 3, 4, 5, 6, etc. person who places an order on your team will be 100% coded to you and their
first 2 affiliates and so on. This has nothing to do when people are sponsored and everything to do
when people order each month.
If you want to ensure you don’t miss any coded infinity bonuses in your infinite team we recommend 3
steps that you must take ASAP.
1. Purchase the $549 Package (one-time) this will qualify you to earn coded bonuses from the entire
product line for Life.
2. Every Month make sure you are active at 50PV.
3. Every Month make sure you have at least 1 retail customer who is purchasing a minimum of 25PV such
as the Jiaogulan Loose Leaf Tea.

RegenaLife Fast Start Packages & Bonuses
These packages are part of the Coded Infinity Bonus Program.
$99 Fast Start Package: Pays the Sponsoring Affiliate a $7.50 Fast Start Bonus and another $7.50 Fast Start
Bonus for your Sponsor plus another $10 in commissions when you sponsor other Affiliates who purchase this
FS package)
$109 Fast Start Package: Pays the Sponsoring Affiliate a $7.50 Fast Start Bonus and another $7.50 Fast Start
Bonus for your Sponsor plus another $10 in commissions when you sponsor other Affiliates who purchase this
FS package)
$149 Fast Start Package: Pays the Sponsoring Affiliate a $25 Fast Start Bonus and another $25 Fast Start
Bonus for your Sponsor plus another $10 in commissions when you sponsor other Affiliates who purchase this
FS package). This package also qualifies you to receive the Fast Start Bonus when sponsoring other Affiliates
who purchase this package and the $109 & $99 packages.
$549 Fast Start Package: Pays the Sponsoring Affiliate a $100 Fast Start Bonus and another $100 Fast Start
Bonus for your Sponsor plus another $30 in commissions when you sponsor other Affiliates who purchase
this FS package). This package also qualifies you to receive the Fast Start Bonus when sponsoring other
Affiliates who purchase this package and the $149, $109 & $99 packages.
Fast Start Package Criteria: Affiliates must purchase these packages if they wish to qualify for the Fast Start
Bonuses & Coded Infinity Bonuses at the corresponding payout level. For example, if you purchase the $549
package, this qualifies you to receive the Fast Start Bonus & Coded Infinity Bonuses on all packages for Life.
If you purchase the $149 package, then you can only receive the Fast Start of the $149, $109 and $99 packages
and any individual product orders up to the $149 price. You can upgrade to a higher package at any given time
prior to the end of the month to receive the respective bonus.
Example: You purchase the $149 package and you sell the $549 package to a new affiliate. You will still be
paid on the PV of the 549 package or $30. However, in order to receive the $100 Fast Start bonus or the
Coded Infinity Bonus you must upgrade yourself to the $549 package prior to the end of the month. Affiliates
can upgrade or purchase these packages numerous times, in which case their sponsor will get the fast start
each time!

Other Frequently Asked Questions
How & When You Get Paid
The end of month closeout happens on the second business day of the month for the previous month. For
example, April 2018 commissions would close out on the second business day of May. Payment options
include check, direct deposit, PayPal. If you have direct deposit or PayPal, you will normally receive your
commissions between the 5th and 8th of the month. If you get paid by check, you should expect your check
by the 10th of the month.
Enrollment, Placement and Sponsor
By default, when you enroll an affiliate into the business you are both their enroller and sponsor. Once
you've enrolled and maintained FIVE active level 1 affiliates, you have the option to move people. Starting
with the sixth person you enroll, you have the option to move people you enroll during their first month in
the business (until the last day of the month that they joined). You can place them anywhere you want in
your team. If you move someone you enrolled, the person you put them under becomes the sponsor and
you stay the enroller.

